
AFFINITY DRESSAGE
This saddle is ideal for wider riding horses like warmbloods, cob crosses and Irish Draft 
horses. It has moulded high knee blocks which adds to seat/leg room for riders with a 
long thigh bone. Its 4 strap girthing and close contact wool flocked panels enhance rider 
comfort and security along with front gussets for more width adjustment.

Available in medium wide (m), wide (w) and extra wide fittings (xw).

Sizes 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

Standard saddle comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options and custom 
sizes are available. Please call for pricing
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AFFINITY DRESSAGE
This saddle is ideal for wider riding horses like warmbloods, cob crosses and Irish 
Draft horses. It has moulded high knee blocks which adds to seat/leg room for 
riders with a long thigh bone. Its 4 strap girthing and close contact wool flocked 
panels enhance rider comfort and security along with front gussets for more 
width adjustment.

Available in medium wide (m), wide (w) and extra wide fittings (xw).

Sizes 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

Standard saddle comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options and cus-
tom sizes are available. Please call for pricing.   

AH Saddles Ltd supply high quality, traditionally handmade, English leather 
saddles. Our mission is to achieve an exceptional fit for the modern horse 
and pony, and our saddles are designed by Andrea Hicks who has specialised 
in difficult to fit breeds for over 20 years.

To create an exceptional saddle demands great care in the selection of 
materials and components, and skilful craftsmanship in its construction. 
Fundamental to the correct fit of a saddle is the design of the tree, which 
must follow the shape of a horse’s back, and so a carefully selected range 
of tree shapes suited to the specialist fitting needs of wider and sometimes 
flatter breeds underpins our designs. We combine this with panels that are 
predominantly close contact as we have found this provides better all-round 
stability on wider breeds, and allows the rider to feel close to the horse.  
These panels are all wool flocked to allow adjustment to fit you and your 
horse. At AH Saddles we prefer wool flocking as it is breathable. This natural 
property of the fibre helps keep a horse’s back cooler and provides a much 
more comfortable ride for both horse and rider. Our saddles also incorporate 
four strap girthing to further aid fitting these breeds.

Our saddles can accommodate the fitting needs of native ponies, cobs, 
warmbloods, native crosses, Iberian horses, Arabian horses, draft horses and 
more! Our range comes in widths from medium to extra wide, some designs 
for the larger breeds are even available in extra extra wide plus. We can even 
custom make a saddle to fit your needs. 

The AH Saddles range includes Dressage, Jumping, General Purpose, Show, 
Working Hunter and Pony saddles. Our Pony Saddle section is where you 
will find Dressage, GP, Jumping, Working Hunter and Show saddles in smaller 
seat sizes.
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AFFINITY DRESSAGE
This saddle is ideal for wider riding horses like warmbloods, cob crosses and Irish 
Draft horses. It has moulded high knee blocks which adds to seat/leg room for 
riders with a long thigh bone. Its 4 strap girthing and close contact wool flocked 
panels enhance rider comfort and security along with front gussets for more 
width adjustment.

Available in medium wide (m), wide (w) and extra wide fittings (xw).

Sizes 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

Standard saddle comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options and cus-
tom sizes are available. Please call for pricing.   
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AFFINITY DRESSAGE
This saddle is ideal for wider riding horses like warmbloods, cob crosses and Irish Draft 
horses. It has moulded high knee blocks which adds to seat/leg room for riders with a 
long thigh bone. Its 4 strap girthing and close contact wool flocked panels enhance rider 
comfort and security along with front gussets for more width adjustment.

Available in medium wide (m), wide (w) and extra wide fittings (xw).

Sizes 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

Standard saddle comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options and custom 
sizes are available. Please call for pricing.
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DRESSAGE SADDLES
For the rider who wants to specialise in dressage and adopt the classical riding 
position with shoulder, hip and heel aligned. Seats tend to be deeper and girth 
straps longer. Unlike most dressage saddles ours are semi-close contact as 
standard. They are also available on a very close contact upswept panel for 
owners competing on much wider horses that do not want to feel stretched.
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AFFINITY DRESSAGE
This saddle is ideal for wider riding horses like warmbloods, cob crosses and Irish Draft 
horses. It has moulded high knee blocks which adds to seat/leg room for riders with a 
long thigh bone. Its 4 strap girthing and close contact wool flocked panels enhance rider 
comfort and security along with front gussets for more width adjustment.

Available in medium wide (m), wide (w) and extra wide fittings (xw).

Sizes 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

Standard saddle comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options and custom 
sizes are available. Please call for pricing

AFFINITY DRESSAGE
This saddle is ideal for wider riding horses like warmbloods, cob crosses and Irish Draft 
horses. It has moulded high knee blocks which adds to seat/leg room for riders with a 
long thigh bone. Its 4 strap girthing and close contact wool flocked panels enhance rider 
comfort and security along with front gussets for more width adjustment.

Available in medium wide (m), wide (w) and extra wide fittings (xw).

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

Standard saddle comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options and custom 
sizes are available. Please call for pricing.  
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AFFINITY DELUXE DRESSAGE
Affinity Deluxe dressage saddle comes in soft hide covered leather with attractive detail 
on the flaps. This saddle is ideal for wider riding horses like warmbloods, cob crosses 
and Irish Draft horses. It has moulded high knee blocks which adds to seat/leg room for 
riders with a long thigh bone. Its 4 strap girthing and close contact wool flocked panels 
enhance rider comfort and security. 

Available in medium wide (m), wide (w) and extra wide fittings (xw).

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5”  
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AMBIENCE DRESSAGE
Our Ambience saddle is a dressage saddle with an adjustable gullet. 

The adjustable head plates come in a choice of 5 sizes: 
• narrow
• medium/narrow
• medium
• medium/wide
• wide/extra extra wide

The saddle as standard comes with one head plate. Additional plates can be purchased. 
It is a high quality traditionally handmade English leather saddle. It comes as standard 
with front and rear gussets. 

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5”.

Standard saddle comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options are available. 
Please call for pricing.  
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CLASSIC DRESSAGE
This saddle has high positioned knee blocks, 4 strap girthing and moulded knee pads providing 
a very secure seat. It is designed for wider riding horses and sporty natives and horses that 
are medium wide to extra wide with some wither height . An ideal saddle for warmbloods, 
Iberian horses and flat backed sport horses. It can be ordered with an extra soft seat as an 
additional option, there are also custom leather options available at an extra cost.

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5”. 

The standard saddle which comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing. 
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HEATHLAND DRESSAGE
This saddle is ideal for Arabs, small riding horses and native pony crosses as it has a 
medium depth seat and close contact flocked panels to give stability on the rounder 
breeds. It has a smaller footprint than average for a dressage saddle of this size, providing 
excellent comfort for horse and rider on short backed riding horses.

Large knee blocks on Velcro are also available if required at an additional cost (please 
call for pricing).

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5”. 

Standard saddle comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options are available. 
Please call for pricing.   
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SUPER COB DRESSAGE
Our new Super Cob dressage saddle has been developed to provide an enhanced fit on 
horses that are very short backed and croup high, such as some cobs and natives. This 
is because it has a flatter tree along with shorter and flatter close contact wool flocked 
panels. In addition our forward and high set block means a super close contact feel for 
the rider’s legs on very wide rib cages.

It is suitable for horses from extra wide (xw) through to extra, extra, extra, extra wide 
(xxxxw)!

Sizes: 16.5” & 17” (18” is available to order) 

The standard saddle comes in plain black leather (shown is the memel custom option). 
Additional custom options are available. Please call for pricing  
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AFFINITY DRESSAGE
This saddle is ideal for wider riding horses like warmbloods, cob crosses and Irish Draft 
horses. It has moulded high knee blocks which adds to seat/leg room for riders with a 
long thigh bone. Its 4 strap girthing and close contact wool flocked panels enhance rider 
comfort and security along with front gussets for more width adjustment.

Available in medium wide (m), wide (w) and extra wide fittings (xw).

Sizes 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

Standard saddle comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options and custom 
sizes are available. Please call for pricing
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JUMPING SADDLES
Most of our AH jumping saddles are close contact, though we can make them 
on a semi-close contact panel if required. Our jumping saddles are for the 
rider who predominantly wants to jump, and so flaps are more forward cut. 
Seats in this range tend to be shallower.
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HARRIER JUMPING
This saddle is a flatter jumping saddle available in wider sizes. It is ideal for Jumping, Riding 
Club or Pony Club. It has a flat tree and square cantle with Velcro knee blocks, the 
square cantle allows for more room in the seat, it has a wool flocked panel with front 
and rear gussets. It also has four girth straps for custom girthing and is suitable for a wide 
variety of horses and ponies.

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5 (18” available to order)

The standard saddle in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are available. 
Please call for pricing.
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OPTIMUS JUMPING
Our Optimus jumping saddle comes with a square cantle to provide extra seat room, 
moulded knee blocks for additional support, close contact wool flocked panels along 
with standard front and rear gussets for extra adjustment, as well as 4 strap girthing for 
enhanced fitting options.

It is available up to an extra wide (xw) fitting and is an ideal saddle for sport horses, 
sporty natives & Arabs.

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” (18” available to order)

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Pictured is the saddle with caramel 
piping which is an extra option. Additional custom options are available. Please call for 
pricing
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OPTIMUS DELUXE JUMPING
Our Optimus Deluxe  jumping saddle comes in soft hide covered leather with a stitched 
flap, a square cantle to provide extra seat room, moulded knee blocks for additional 
support, close contact wool flocked panels along with standard front and rear gussets 
for extra adjustment, as well as 4 strap girthing for enhanced fitting options.

It is available up to an extra wide (xw) fitting and is an ideal saddle for sport horses, 
sporty natives & Arabs.

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” (18” available to order)

The standard saddle comes in soft brown leather with brown stitched flap pattern, 
custom options are different colour leathers, piping & stitching, extra soft seat. Please 
call for pricing.
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SUPER COB JUMPING
The Super Cob Jumping saddle is ideal for larger native breeds, drafts and cobs. This 
saddle has a shallow seat and square cantle. It has close contact flocked panels, wider 
deeper flaps for cobs and drafts comes as hide covered.

It has a  wide twist and is more suitable for wide horses as it has a wide head, wide gullet 
and wider weight bearing panels than standard jumping saddles.It is built on a hoop tree.

Width fittings come in wide (w), extra wide (xw) and up to extra extra wide plus 
(xxw+)

Seat sizes: 16.5”, 17”, 17.5” (other sizes available as custom order)

Additional custom options are available. Please call for pricing
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ULTIMATE JUMPING
Our Ultimate Jumping saddle is ideal for cross country or show jumping. It has a round 
cantle and a soft seat as well as four girth straps for custom girthing, giving a greater 
fitting range. It has been designed for a variety of sport horses and sport type native 
breeds and their crosses up to extra extra wide fittings (xxw). Its comes with  a super 
close contact panel with no rear gussets giving it a short footprint (good for ‘croup high 
horses’ and very short backed horses). 

Seat sizes: 16.5”,17” & 17.5” (other seat sizes available as custom order)

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. There are additional custom options. 
Please call for pricing.
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ULTIMATE DELUXE JUMPING
Ideal for cross country or show jumping. It has a round cantle and a soft seat as well as 
four girth straps for custom girthing, giving a greater fitting range. It has been designed 
for a variety of sport horses and sport type native breeds and their crosses up to extra 
extra wide fittings (xxw). The Deluxe model comes in soft hide covered leather and 
a patterned flap plus a choice of stitching and welting colours, its available in black or 
brown. The Deluxe is a custom order only.

Panel options:
• Standard panel which is quite close contact with a 2” rear gusset wool flocked (as  
 shown).
• Super close contact panel with no rear gussets giving it a short footprint (good for  
 ‘croup high horses’ and very short backed horses).

Seat sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” (other seat sizes available as custom order)

Please call for pricing.
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GENERAL PURPOSE  

For all-round activities, a GP model is a compromise for flatwork, hacking 
and jumping. These models are usually not suitable for those specialising or 
competing at a higher level than Riding Club. The saddles in the AH GP range 
are all close contact, or semi-close contact, for greater stability. We include a 
GP Jump with a more forward cut flap for the rider who wants their GP to 
favour jumping/hunting, and a GP VSD model that has a straighter cut flap for 
the rider who is looking for more security in their GP, wants a deeper seat 
and who is interested in flat work.
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EBONY VSD/WH 
This VSD/WH saddle is ideal for the WH classes and hacking and a little more knee 
roll for jumping . The square cantle gives more rider seat room for the seat size than a 
round cantle which makes it a good option for cobs, drafts and larger M&M breeds with 
shorter backs. Comes as standard with front and rear gussets for maximum adjustable 
of the flocked panel is front and front and rear balance straps for custom girthing.  

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing
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ELITE VSD
A straighter cut GP designed for horse and rider comfort with a medium depth seat and 
good size knee blocks. An ideal saddle for riders that seek security whilst doing hacking, 
dressage, Riding Club activities or Endurance. This updated model comes with a flatter 
tree and front gussets. 

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing
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GP JUMPING
This GP jumping saddle has an extra soft seat and jumping style knee blocks; giving an 
‘armchair ride’. It comes with removable Velcro calf blocks. 

The GPJ is an ideal general purpose saddle for horses that have flatter backs such as 
larger natives, cobs, warmbloods, drafts and hunters. Width fittings are from medium 
wide (mw) to extra extra wide (xxw).

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Pictured is the custom vintage option. 
Additional custom options are available. Please call for pricing.
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HARMONY
Our Harmony saddle has an adjustable gullet providing a choice of 5 sizes of head plate, 
and close contact wool flocked panels for further adjustability and comfort.  It is a 
high quality traditionally handmade English leather saddle. It is a great all round general 
purpose saddle for a variety of riding activities.

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” (other sizes available to custom order) 

Standard saddle comes in black and brown plain leather. Further customisations include 
a variety of colour options, vintage leather, memel, Velcro knee blocks and coloured 
piping. Please call for pricing on these custom additions.
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SPORT GP
The AH Sport General Purpose saddle has a round cantle and is an ideal saddle for your 
sporty native ponies. The flatter tree and 4 strap girthing combined with close contact 
flocked panels gives excellent comfort and stability on horses with a flat back and low 
withers, making it excellent for some native ponies and crosses, QH and their crosses 
and Arabians. 

It comes in widths from medium wide (mw) to extra extra wide (xxw). 

This saddle can be used for hacking, Riding Club, Pony Club and jumping. 

Sizes: 16.5”, 17”, 17.5” (other sizes available as custom order) 

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing.
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SUPER COB GP
Designed on a hoop tree which has a wider than average pommel, fitting a variety of 
wider rounder breeds exceptionally well. The design also allows for wider weight bearing 
panels and seat which provides excellent comfort for horse and rider and ensures very 
good stability. It is ideal for heavy weight cobs, heavy hunters, large native breeds, Welsh 
section D’s, Highland ponies, Fjord ponies, some Haflingers, Irish Drafts, Suffolk Punch, 
Ardennes and Gypsy cobs which are often extra extra wide plus (xxw+). 

Panel options:

• Standard panel which is quite close contact with a 2” rear gusset (as shown).

• Super close contact panel with no rear gussets giving it a short footprint (good for  
 ‘croup high horses’ and very short backed horses). 

Seat sizes: 16.5”, 17”, 17.5” (other sizes available as custom order)

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing.
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SHOW SADDLES  

This type of saddle is designed to sit very close to the horse or pony for 
the professional look; they are all very straight cut as well as close contact 
upswept.
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SYMPHONY SHOW
An elegant show saddle with a round cantle, small knee blocks, point straps and close 
contact wool flocked panels with rear gussets. We find this is an ideal saddle for show 
ponies, show hacks and Arabs & native ponies.

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5”

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing. Shown is the vintage leather option for extra grip as 
used by Katy Marriott-Payne.
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WORKING HUNTER SADDLES  

We offer one of the widest ranges in Working Hunter saddles for ponies 
through to heavy weight horses. They are similar to Show saddles but often 
with a slightly deeper seat and not quite as straight cut, usually they have a 
small knee roll to allow for the jumping phase. All of our WH models are 
suitable for showing and hacking, some riders find them suitable for dressage. 
These saddles almost always have a close contact panel for the professional 
look and stability but are available with a semi-close contact panel if preferred.
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LUXE WORKING HUNTER
We have updated our Luxe Working Hunter saddle with a new tree for even better 
fitting, front gussets and super soft knee blocks for enhanced comfort. It also comes with 
thigh blocks and 4 strap girthing for security and custom girthing. It has a medium/deep 
depth seat. This is an ideal saddle for dressage, showing and hacking

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” 

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing
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SUPER COB WORKING HUNTER
Our Super Cob Working Hunter saddle has been developed on our cob tree that is 
for very wide horses and ponies xxw+ (an extra extra wide fit plus). It has a wide flat 
tree with a wider than average seat that also allows for wider weight bearing panels, this 
gives very good stability all round. Ideal for heavy weight hunters, cobs and large native 
breeds. 

Panel options:
• Standard panel that is quite close contact with a 2” rear gusset wool flocked.
• Super close contact panel (as shown) with no rear gussets giving it a short footprint

(good for ‘croup high horses’ and very short backed horses).

Sizes: 16”, 16.5”, 17”, 17.5” (other sizes available as custom order)

Standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are available. 
Please call for pricing.
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TRADITIONAL WORKING HUNTER
An ideal saddle for a variety of horses and ponies. The 4 strap girthing, combined with 
close contact wool flocked panels, gives good stability. This saddle has a round cantle, 
medium depth seat and a medium twist. Medium knee blocks and thigh blocks also add 
security. This is a good combination saddle for showing, dressage and hacking. Width 
fittings are from medium wide (mw) up to extra extra wide (xxw).

Sizes: 16.5”, 17” & 17.5” (other sizes available to order).

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing.
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PONY SADDLES
Our pony saddles are specially designed to fit the wider flatter backs of ponies. 
All our pony saddles are on a close contact upswept panel as this allows for 
a short footprint whilst also providing a bigger seat to help accommodate 
a child’s growth. We also find that our close contact panels allow for more 
fluctuation in the pony’s shape without unduly affecting fit, to help maintenance 
throughout the seasons as ponies inevitably change shape.
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PONY DRESSAGE
This dressage saddle is ideal for native ponies and Riding ponies as it has a medium 
depth seat and close contact flocked panels to give stability and comfort on the rounder 
breeds. It has been designed with a low pommel and shallower seat than adult dressage 
saddles so its suits the conformation of the pony’s back and provides more stability.

Additional options:
• deeper seat
• Velcro knee blocks
• memel

Please call for pricing on additional options above.

Sizes: 15” & 16”

Standard pony saddle comes in plain black leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing.
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PONY JUMPING
This saddle is a flatter jumping saddle available in wider sizes. It is ideal for jumping, Pony 
Club and Mounted Games. It has a flat seat and square cantle with Velcro knee blocks, 
the square cantle allows for more room in the seat. It has a flat tree with small rear 
gussets. 

Sizes: 14”, 15” & 16”

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing
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PONY SPORT GP
The AH Pony Sport GP has a round cantle and is an ideal saddle for all types of pony. The 
flatter tree and 4 strap girthing combined with close contact wool flocked panels gives 
excellent comfort and stability on ponies, making it excellent for many native ponies and 
pony crosses. It comes in widths from medium wide (mw) to extra extra wide (xxw).

This saddle can be used for Pony Club, hacking and jumping. 

Sizes: 15” & 16”

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing.
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PONY SYMPHONY SHOW 
An elegant show pony saddle with a round cantle, small knee blocks, point straps and 
close contact flocked panels or with rear gussets.

We find this is an ideal saddle for show ponies & M&Ms.

Sizes: 14”, 15” & 16” 

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing.Shown is the  vintage leather option for extra grip as 
used by Katy Marriott-Payne.
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PONY TRADITIONAL WH
An ideal saddle for a variety of ponies. The 4 strap girthing, combined with close contact 
wool flocked panels, gives good stability. This saddle has a round cantle, medium depth 
seat and a medium twist. Medium knee blocks and thigh blocks also add security. This is 
a good combination saddle for showing, dressage and hacking. 

Width fittings are from medium wide (mw)up to extra extra wide (xxw).

Sizes: 15” & 16” 

The standard saddle comes in plain brown leather. Additional custom options are 
available. Please call for pricing.
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ACCESSORIES
At AH Saddles Ltd we offer bridles, stirrup leathers and girths to match our 
saddles. These accessories are all made from English leathers. We can also 
offer custom bridles made to order.
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STIRRUP LEATHERS
Our AH stirrup leathers are super soft English leather, non stretch and lined with nylon 
for extra strength. Our slimline leathers offer super comfort under the leg and are 
suitable for any discipline (reinforced stirrup leathers illustrated).

Sizes:  48”, 54”, 56” & 58”

CLOSE CONTACT T-BAR STIRRUP LEATHERS
These are designed to reduce bulk under the rider’s leg, making them an ideal complement 
to a dressage saddle. They are made using a single length of English leather with a 
bonded nylon core. The strap has a loop at one end to go over the stirrup bar, and is 
adjustable at the other. The free end is fed through the stirrup (then secured using a 
t-bar fixing back through the stirrup leather by the rider’s ankle). Suitable for any leather
saddle where the rider needs maximum communication with their horse.

Sizes:  Small, Medium, Large
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PADDED GIRTH
Our padded girths are made with English leather and are padded with elastic at both 
ends for stability and comfort. They work well with AH Saddles.

Sizes: 38” -  52” Additional sizes are available as a custom order, please contact us for 
details.
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ANATOMICAL GIRTHS
English leather girth with a soft padded back for horse comfort and elasticated both 
ends.

The girth is shaped so that it has an anatomical arc which contours forward and around 
the horse’s elbows, while allowing the girth straps to sit farther back.The girth’s contoured 
shape allows the saddle to be properly positioned behind the horse’s shoulder blades, 
whilst keeping the girth at 90 degrees to the floor.  



AH SADDLES LTD - RETAIL PRICE LIST - FEBRUARY 2020

Affinity Dressage  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Black  £1,995.00

Classic Dressage  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain Leather  Black  £1,995.00

Heathland Dressage  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Black  £1,895.00

Supercob Dressage  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain Leather  Black  £1,995.00

Ebony Jumping  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,895.00

Harrier Jumping  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,895.00

Optimus Jumping  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,895.00

Ebony VSD/WH  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

Elite VSD  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

GP Jump  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

GPX  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

Sport GP  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

Supercob GP  16, 16.5, 17, 17.5” Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

Luxe Working Hunter  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

Symphony Show  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

Supercob Working Hunter  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

Traditional Working Hunter  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

Pony Dressage  15”, 16”  Plain leather  Black  £1,895.00

Pony Jumping  15”, 16”   Plain leather  Brown  £1,895.00

Pony Sport GP  15”, 16”   Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

Pony Traditional Working Hunter  15”, 16”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,795.00

Pony Symphony Show  15”, 16”  Plain leather  Brown  £1,695.00

Ambience Adjustable Dressage  16.5”, 17”, 17.5” Custom Order Only - starting price £1,995.00

Harmony Adjustable GP  16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Custom Order Only - starting price  £1,845.00

Supercob Jumping 16.5”, 17”, 17.5”  Custom Order Only - starting price  £1,995.00

AH Dressage Girth   20", 22", 24", 28"  Plain leather  Black  £145.00

AH Anatomical Girth  38", 40” up to 54” Plain leather Black or Brown £155.00

AH Close Contact T-Bar Stirrups   Sm, Med, Lrg  Plain leather  Black or Brown  £65.00

AH Stirrups   48", 54", 56", 58"  Plain leather  Black or Brown  £45.00

AH Stirrups Reinforced   48", 54", 56", 58"  Plain & Soft  Black or Brown  £120.00

Sedgwick Original Leather care Includes tallow, oils and beeswax 500ML  £15.00

PRODUCT  SEAT SIZE(S)  LEATHER TYPE(S)  COLOUR(S)  RP £ INC VAT
 14” & 18” custom order*
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PRODUCT  SIZE(S)  LEATHER TYPE(S)  COLOUR(S)   RP £ INC VAT

PRODUCT  SIZE(S)  RP £ INC VAT



UK Delivery Charges Per Item: Saddle £25.00, Girth £6, Sedgwick Leather care 500ML £6
Delivery prices can change from time to time, 7 days’ notice of a change to postage charges will be posted 
on the AH Saddles website. All parcels will need to be signed for.

Notes: Prices include VAT but do not include saddle fitter call-out. Contact your nearest AH fitter for 
call-out charges. Prices are for standard products in size, colour & leather specified. Custom leather 
options are a guide please call to confirm these and other custom pricing. We try to hold stock of all active 
standard products, however, sometimes an item will be out of stock, if this is the case we will inform you. 
If not standard saddles can take 8 weeks, custom items can take 12 weeks. This is because all our saddles 
are traditionally handmade. As such our delivery dates are estimates and are subject to availability. We 
will endeavour to inform you should there be any delays.

Extra Seat Foam additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Extended Cantle additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Back Cantle/ patent  additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Rear gusset adjustment  additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Front gusset added  additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

K- Panel  additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

One off tree (special order/design)  additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Longer or shorter flaps  additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Moulded flap  additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Extra knee rolls/ Thigh blocks  additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Velcro  additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Straps (per pair) (cost for AH to replace on a saddle) N/A £POA

3/4” D’s (each) additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

5/8” D’s (each) additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Extra stitch lines  additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

V girthing additional cost to std saddle N/A £POA

Hide Covered  (whole saddle)  additional cost to std saddle  Black or Brown  £POA

Memel Leather (skirt and flaps)  additional cost to std saddle  Black or Brown  £POA

Coloured welting   White, Purple, Burgundy, Yellow, Bright Green,  £POA

(standard brown or black) Patent Black, Patent Red, Patent, Navy

PRODUCT  DETAILS  COLOUR(S)  
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Custom Saddle Options
Please see list below for available options and contact Head Office for prices, either by phone 01934 
622044 or by email info@ahsaddles.com

AH SADDLES LTD - RETAIL PRICE LIST - FEBRUARY 2020
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AH SADDLES LTD - CARING FOR YOUR LEATHER SADDLE OR TACK

Each AH Saddle is distinctive as the hides from which they have been specially hand crafted are prepared using a 
tanning process that brings to life the natural features of each skin.  Taking proper care of your AH leather saddle 
will greatly enhance their appearance and lifespan. All new pieces of leather must be properly treated in order to 
prolong their life and help maintain their natural oils.

Please condition your new saddle before first use and once or twice again during the 14 day trial period. 

We only recommend conditioner from Sedgwick, leather suppliers in Walsall, as well as a hand made conditioner 
from www.unicornleather.co.uk.  These conditioners do not contain petroleum distillate solvents which damage 
leather but instead are rich in beeswax, lanolin and animal fats all of which protect and feed the leather.  A 500ml 
tub would roughly last a year for one saddle and bridle.

Caring for leather is always a two stage process.  Cleaning the dirt off is best done with hand-hot or warm water 
and an old fashioned knitted cotton dishcloth and a bit of elbow grease.

Once clean you can condition your saddle on all surfaces.  It is critical that you feed the girth straps so that they are 
never at risk of cracking and breaking, not just the upper surface of the saddle.  Conditioner on the top of the saddle 
will protect from the weather and lubricate where stirrup leathers rub, but conditioner applied to the reverse, 
more open, side of the thick leathers, will actually feed it.  The underside of the flaps can also mark, conditioner 
applied to all surfaces will help prevent this, including the reverse of the upper edge of the buckle guard, if your 
saddle has them.  Thinner leathers on the seat, knee pads and the panels underneath need less conditioning.

If the saddle gets very wet clean it first then dry slowly away from any direct heat.  It can be useful to condition it 
while still very slightly damp as it seals in moisture.  More than one application may be required to restore shine.

Once the conditioner has dried (allow 3 hours minimum for proper drying, overnight is better) then the saddle can 
be buffed if you like a highly finished surface.

The panel of all our saddles is filled with high quality pure grey British wool and it must be maintained carefully.  To 
avoid denting the panel please store on an old fashioned wooden saddle rack, or a pole rack, protecting the smooth 
leather on the gullet from any damage from friction.  “Wire” style more modern saddle racks can dent the panels 
and we recommend heavily padding them, an old pillow taped around the rack is ideal.

Always keep the cover on your saddle when not in use and should not be put on doors, gates etc without padding.  
Leaning your saddle up against a hard surface will damage the leathers on the knee pads or the cantle or both.

It is very important that the wool that is put into your saddle panel when it is re-flocked is always of the same type. 
Mixed flocking can result in the flocking becoming lumpy and hard. We recommend you use an AH Specialist saddle 
fitter for the re-flocking of your saddle.
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AH SADDLES LTD  - CHECKING YOUR OWN SADDLE - FITTING GUIDE

1. Place the saddle on the horse and girth it 
up securely on the recommend girth straps. 
Making sure the saddle is placed 2 fingers 
behind the scapular/shoulder.

2. Check the balance of the saddle to see if it is 
level, you can do this by placing a rolling object 
on the seat it will roll to the lowest point. If it 
runs to the front of the saddle the saddle may 
be too wide if it runs to the back of the seat 
the saddle maybe too narrow.  Riding in a new 
saddle can change the balance as the saddle 
beds in.

3. Check the wither clearance this can be 2 – 4 
fingers, it will come down considerably once 
the saddle is ridden in.

4. Run your hand down the front of the panel 
(see next photo) this should be easy to do, if it 
feels tight it could be that you have placed the 
saddle too far forwards against the scapular/
shoulder blade or that

you need a different tree width. Tightness can 
be caused both by the saddle being too wide 
so all the weight is concentrated at the top 
edge of the saddle either side of the withers, 
or by being too narrow which means the panel 
will feel too tight lower down near the end 
of the tree points located under the point 
pockets.

5. Check for bridging; this means there would 
be a noticeable gap between the horses back 
and the centre of the saddle panel, this would 
indicate that the horses need a different tree  
or panel shape, a smaller seat size, more 
flocking in the centre of the saddle or a wider 
saddle.  The girth must be firmly done up 
before you check for bridging.
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AH SADDLES LTD  - CHECKING YOUR OWN SADDLE - FITTING GUIDE

6. Make sure the saddle is not sitting past the 
last rib - find the last rib low down on the flank 
and follow it up diagonally. 

7.  Now check for pivoting by placing your 
hands on the pommel and cantle and seeing 
if there is any excessive movement from back 
to front. If there is excessive movement you 
may need a flatter tree, a less curved panel or 
the saddle could be too wide at the front or 
requite flock balancing. 

8. With every saddle fitting or saddle check 
you will have been told which girth straps to 
use.  All our saddles have four girth straps 
including point and balance, see photo to the 
right.   

We recommend that most New Forest 
ponies, Exmoor ponies, Connemara ponies 
and all small M&Ms often need the 1st & 3rd 
girth straps.

Large cobs,  Traditional cobs, Welsh cobs or 
horses where rolling is a problem often need 
1st & 4th girth straps. Large draft horses can 
often need 1st & 4th or 2nd & 4th.  In some 
case where the horse has an asymmetry we 
may advise girthing asymmetrically.

9. Once you are happy the saddle is suitable 
try using the saddle in walk, trot and canter, 
it’s best to ride at a walk for 10 minuets 
then check the girth before trot and canter 
as the saddle can bed in and leave the girth 
quite loose. The saddle needs to be stable in 
all paces - excessive movement at the back 
indicates that either the tree is too curved 
or possibly to wide, or that the saddle panel 
needs some adjustment for your horse.

10. After riding check the horse’s coat under 
the saddle; swirled or ruffled hair means 
the saddle is unstable, the hair should all be 
smooth.
Disclaimer of Liability
The authors and publisher of this basic saddle fitting guide shall 
have neither responsibility nor liability to any entity or person with 
respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly 
or indirectly by the information contained in this guide. While the 
information is as accurate as the authors can make it, there may be 
errors, omissions and inaccuracies.
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A H Saddles Limited Company No. 07422949 VAT: GB 101322782 Place of registration: England and Wales
Registered Office: Tallford House, 38 Walliscote Road, Weston-super-Mare, North Somerset, BS23 1LP

AH SADDLES LTD - TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Trading Address: AH Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe Road, Weston Super Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP | 01934 622044 | info@ahsaddles.com

1. Terms and Conditions
 By proceeding with an order you are agreeing to these Terms and Conditions. If you disagree with any part of 

these terms and conditions please do not proceed with an order. Nothing in these terms shall in any way be 
deemed to restrict or affect your statutory rights in accordance with the laws of England and Wales.

2. Delivery
  All goods are subject to availability and providing an item is in stock, goods should be delivered within 2-5 

working days of an order being placed. We will endeavour to inform you should there be any delays. Delivery 
charges are £25.00 for a saddle, £6 for a bridle, £6 for a girth and £6 for a 500ML pot of Sedgwick leathercare 
within the United Kingdom. All parcels will need to be signed for. Delivery prices can change from time to time, 
7 days’ notice of a change to postage charges will be posted on the AH Saddles website.

3. Availability
  We try to hold stock of all active standard products however sometimes an item will be out of stock, if this is the 

case we will inform you. If not in stock standard saddles can take 8 weeks and custom saddles can take 12 weeks. 
This is because all our saddles and bridles are traditionally handmade. As such our delivery dates are estimates 
and are subject to availability. We shall not be liable for any losses, costs, damages, charges, or expenses caused 
by any delay for delivery of the goods.

4. Prices
  Prices include VAT at 20% when it is applicable. Every effort will be made to maintain the prices shown on the 

Website. However, we reserve the right to discontinue any item from those shown and to amend prices when 
necessary.

5. Saddles 14 Day Trial Period
  Non-custom saddles come with a 14-day trial subject to conditions. Conditions: Saddles must not be used in the 

rain, girths must have roller buckles, stirrup leathers must be attached under the saddle flaps for the duration 
of the trial period, and saddles must not be ridden with Wellington boots or rubber riding boots. Some leather 
boots with seams on the inside can also mark saddle flaps and should not be used. A full refund will be given, 
but not re-delivery to us upon your exercising the right to cancel subject to the saddle being returned in unused 
condition (taking into account a reasonable amount of use to sit in the saddle). Costs incurred for damages 
or more than reasonable wear and cleaning are: Saddle cleaning £10.00, washing dirty saddle covers £5.00, 
scratches, scores, dents, broken leather, marks from zips or riding boots £30-£200.00 depending on the degree 
of damage. The customer shall take all reasonable care to keep the saddle in good condition during the ‘Trial 
Period’. Please refer to our ‘Notice of Right to Cancel’ for further information.

6. Custom Saddles
  To order a custom saddle we will require a non-refundable deposit of between £200.00 - £400.00 (depending 

on which saddle you are customising).Custom saddles do not have a trial period (or 14 day ’right to cancel’) and 
are nonrefundable unless they are found to be faulty. We do not accept cancellations for custom order items 
unless production of the item has not yet begun. Custom means having a saddle made with options not offered 
as standard on that saddle model, this includes saddles ordered in colours other than that as standard for a 
model (for example a black leather GP or brown leather Dressage saddle).

7. Call Out
  A H Saddles Ltd have a dedicated team of Saddle Fitting Specialists covering most parts of the UK, the cost of 

call out will depend on the area you are in and will need to be paid at the time of the fitting to the Saddle Fitter 
(Andrea charges between £40 to £65 for local callout no more than 29 miles from base). Call out charges vary 
between saddle fitters and they are usually dependent on distance from base. Please check with your saddle 
fitter for their call out charges. Call out charges are non-fundable, this is applicable even if you decide to return 
the saddle. Our agents charge a callout fee to cover their time and travel costs, this means there is no obligation 
for you to buy a saddle from them and no requirement for them to sell you one. All our saddles come with a trial 
period please ensure you evaluate fit and comfort, including girthing up and sitting in the saddle to make sure 
you have made the right decision. 
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AH SADDLES LTD - TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Trading Address: AH Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe Road, Weston Super Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP | 01934 622044 | info@ahsaddles.com

 AH Saddles, our agents and distributors can help with advice but the decision to purchase is yours it is important 
for you to use your trial period to make your decision and it is your responsibility to do so. 

8. Payments
 Payments are to be made in full when placing an order or during a visit, before the goods will be given to the 

customer, by one of the following methods: Cash, Maestro, MasterCard, Visa, Visa Delta, Solo (with issue no), 
and Cheques made payable to AH Saddles Ltd (please allow seven days to clear). Payments are made in Pounds 
Sterling. Exchange rate conversions are made at our credit card processing bank’s prevailing rate at the time the 
payment is taken from your card. Payments can be made by telephone or by post to the address below:

 AH Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe Road, Weston Super Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP

9. Credit Card Security
 All credit card transactions are carried out over the phone or if possible with an agent at the time of order 

confirmation. We will take all reasonable care, in so far as it is in our power to do so, to keep the details of your 
order and payment secure, but in absence of negligence on our part we cannot be held liable for any loss you 
may suffer if a third party procures unauthorised access to any data you provide when ordering from AH Saddles 
Ltd.

10. Severance
 If any of these Terms and Conditions should be determined to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable for any reason 

by any court of competent jurisdiction then such Term or Condition shall be severed and the remaining Terms 
and Conditions shall survive and remain in full force and effect and continue to be binding and enforceable.

11. Governing Law and Jurisdiction
 These Terms and Conditions are governed and construed in accordance with the laws of England and Wales and 

you agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales.

12. Import Taxes
 Please ensure that you contact your local customs office in the country of your delivery to confirm whether or 

not you may be liable to local import taxes, duty and VAT (or equivalent) upon arrival of any products supplied 
by AH Saddles Ltd from the United Kingdom to you or your freight agent. The customer is liable for payment of 
all import duties.

13. Notice of the Right to Cancel
 Under the Consumer Contracts (Information, Cancellation and Additional Charges) Regulations 2013 you have 

the legal right to cancel your order for non-custom order items. There is no right to cancel a contract for goods 
which have been made to your specifications or personalised to you. Your right to cancel for non-custom goods 
will expire after 14 days from the day on which you acquire, or a third party other than the carrier and indicated 
by you acquires, physical possession of the goods. These 14 days also act as the 14 day saddle ‘trial period’ we 
offer, as set out in section 5 above: ‘Saddles 14 Day Trial Period’. To exercise the right to cancel, you must inform 
us of your decision to cancel this contract by a clear statement (e.g. a letter sent by post or e-mail). If you have 
received the goods before you cancel the contract you must send the goods back to our contact address at your 
own risk without undue delay and, in any event, not later than 14 days after the day on which you informed us 
you were cancelling the contract. There is a downloadable version of the model cancellation form on the AH 
Saddles Ltd website at: https://www.ahsaddles.com/terms-and-conditions. You may use the model cancellation 
form, but it is not obligatory. Notification must be made in writing within 14 days from the day on which you 
acquire, or a third party other than the carrier and indicated by you acquires, physical possession of the goods. 
Where goods are delivered to a third party you will only be able to exercise this right if you are able to return to 
us the goods you ordered. If you cancel this contract, we will reimburse to you all payments received from you, 
excluding the costs of delivery. You will bear the cost of returning these goods (or of them being recovered) on 
cancellation by secure courier. The cost of returning the goods is estimated at a maximum of approximately £35 
for UK and at approximately 70 Euros for Europe non-UK. 
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AH SADDLES LTD - TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Trading Address: AH Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe Road, Weston Super Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP | 01934 622044 | info@ahsaddles.com

 If you are quoted more than this please contact us on 01934 622044 as we may be able to help (we will do our 
best to help but cannot guarantee this). If you do not return the goods delivered to you or do not pay the costs 
of delivery of the goods to us, we shall be entitled to deduct the direct costs of recovering the goods from the 
amount credited to you. All goods returned to A H Saddles Ltd must are done so at the customer’s own risk and 
as such we recommend you obtain proof of postage and that they be insured to cover the full replacement value 
if lost or damaged in transit. We may make a deduction from the reimbursement for loss in value of any goods 
supplied, if the loss is the result of unnecessary wear and tear or handling by you (e.g. if in a soiled condition the 
customer may be charged a cleaning fee in order to restore the goods to a saleable condition, if there is damage, 
scuffing or scratches etc.). Contact Address: A H Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe Road, Weston Super 
Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP, Email: info@ahsaddles.com For more information on your right to cancel please 
refer to the ‘AH Saddles Right to Cancel Information & Form’

14. Returns
 Returns made after the 14 days will not be eligible for refund or exchange unless the item is found to be faulty.

 14.1. Where the customer has changed his or her mind and wishes to return the goods, the customer must 
arrange delivery and is responsible for the costs incurred in returning the goods to us. Where the customer 
believes the goods to be faulty within 30 days of purchase, the customer should contact us as detailed in 
condition 14.2 below.

 14.2. All goods returned to A H Saddles Ltd is undertaken at the customer’s own risk and as such we recommend 
that they be insured to cover the full replacement value if lost or damaged in transit. If for any reason you are 
not satisfied with your goods because they are mis-described or faulty, we will be happy to accept a return from 
you in accordance with the following policy:

 14.2.1. You must contact us as soon as possible to explain your concerns and your wish to return the goods 
by email to info@ahsaddles.com or in writing to: A H Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe Road, Weston 
Super Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP.

 14.2.2. In the case of large items, we may request pictures of the fault before agreeing to its return.

 14.2.3. If we agree with your concerns, we will confirm by email or in writing that you may return an item so that 
it can be examined by an authorised AH Saddle person.

 14.2.4. In the case of small items, please obtain proof of postage and a receipt should be obtained in order to 
receive a refund of transit costs if we agree that the item is faulty. We request that such items are posted second 
class and accordingly we limit our reimbursement of postage in the case of small items to £6.50.

 14.2.5. In the case of large items, please contact us as we may wish to arrange for a courier to collect the item. 
If we agree for you to return the item by post, please obtain proof of postage and a receipt in order to receive 
a refund of transit costs if we agree that the item is faulty. We request that such items are posted second class 
and accordingly we limit our reimbursement of postage in the case of large items to £20.00. If you are quoted 
more than this please contact us on 01934 622044 as we may be able to help (we will do our best to help but 
cannot guarantee this).

 14.2.6. On receipt of the returned item and verification that your concerns are genuine, we will issue a refund for 
the cost of the goods together with any postage or transit incurred in returning the goods to us (subject to the 
limits detailed above in 14.2.4 and 14.2.5 as appropriate), or arrange for it to be repaired or exchanged subject 
to our discretion. If you are returning items from outside the UK, please mark clearly on the packaging and the 
customs declaration that you are returning the goods to the retailer/manufacturer. This should normally help to 
ensure any additional custom charges are not incurred.

15. Warranty
 All new AH Saddles Ltd saddles come with a warranty against faulty materials and defective workmanship, 

subject to exclusions for fair wear and tear and/ or abuse or neglect and subject to terms and conditions including 
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 this condition 15 and condition 16 below. The warranty is non-transferable and only applies to the person named 
on the sales invoice. This warranty does not apply to ex-demo and second-hand saddles. It is the responsibility 
of the buyer to satisfy themselves of the condition, price and warranty terms of their purchase. In the unlikely 
event of a warranty claim, AH Saddles Ltd shall decide, in its absolute discretion, to replace or repair the faulty 
item free of charge, provided that the buyer can provide proof of purchase and that AH Saddles Ltd has had an 
opportunity to accept the warranty claim as valid following examination and verification that the fault is genuine 
by an AH Saddles Ltd authorised person. Any repairs, alterations or adjustments carried out by third parties and 
not authorised will automatically cancel this warranty.

16. Period of Warranty for new AH Saddles Ltd saddles / Warranty Terms and Conditions:

 16.1. The tree has 3 years for breakage while subject to normal usage and conditions.

 16.2. All other components have 1 year for faulty materials and defective workmanship. 

 16.3. Our warranty does not cover damage caused by abuse, neglect, lack of maintenance or wear and tear, or 
cover unauthorised repairs, alterations or tree adjustments. Any repairs, alterations or adjustments made by 
unauthorised persons will automatically cancel warranties.

17. Saddle Maintenance Essential Guidelines
 For daily care we recommend you clean your leather goods after each use by removing all dirt sweat and residue. 

Some types of leather should also have a specialist leather conditioner applied to them to return some of their 
natural lubricants. We recommend you refer to our guides for the type of saddle you have purchased. (this link 
also contains information on saddle storage, saddle panel maintenance, girth straps and care of AH tack): 

 https://www.ahsaddles.com/saddle-care

18. Aftercare and Servicing
 Your saddle will need to be checked regularly for fit and balance as explained at the time of purchase. It is your 

responsibility to contact us to arrange this. We recommend that a new saddle is checked after approximately 
12 weeks, as the wool will settle to the horse’s shape. All wool-flocked saddles should be completely re-flocked 
after 2 to 3 years of use, and should be checked once a year and when your horse changes shape. It is important 
to remember that horses can change shape dependant on age, time of year, changes in work, diet and even a 
change of home or rider can make a difference and yearly (or even 6 monthly checks) may not be enough. It is 
your responsibility to arrange and monitor the fit and balance of your saddle and to contact us when a saddle 
needs adjusting. We recommend you use an AH specialist saddle fitter for adjustment and/or re-flocking of your 
saddle as unauthorised adjustments will void your warranty. Contact details for AH Saddle Fitters can be found 
on our Saddle Fitting and Distributor web site page. All callout saddle checks re-flocking and adjustments are 
chargeable. Please check with your saddle fitter for their call out charges.

19. Complaints
 All complaints should be directed to Complaints Department, A H Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe 

Road, Weston Super Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP , United Kingdom.

20. Privacy Policy
 We are committed to protecting your privacy. We use the information we collect about you only to process 

orders. For more information, please see our full Privacy Policy.

21. Other
 21.1. Our VAT number is: GB 101322782

 21.2. A H Saddles Ltd is limited company registered in England and Wales. Our registration number is 07422949.

 21.3. We are a member of BETA (British Equestrian Trade Association).

22. We reserve the right to alter these Terms and Conditions without notice.

23. Terms and conditions and all material contained are copyright unless otherwise specified © A H Saddles Ltd 
2016

A H Saddles Limited Company No. 07422949 VAT: GB 101322782 Place of registration: England and Wales
Registered Office: Tallford House, 38 Walliscote Road, Weston-super-Mare, North Somerset, BS23 1LP
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AH SADDLES LTD  - SADDLE TRIALS AND ASSOCIATED COSTS

We offer a 14-day trial on new saddles, this is a service we offer to make sure you have made 
the right choice for you and your horse, most saddles that are returned during the trial period 
come back as new and receive a full refund. Images A & B show an example of a trial saddle that’s 
been out twice on trial and is barely marked even under the flaps.

Images C, D, E & F show a saddle that has been on trial for two weeks; from a distance it looks 
okay but on closer inspection there are a few smaller issues.  It has been over-conditioned, there 
are bad dents in the sweat flaps from girth buckles and surface scratches on the flaps and skirts. 
This saddle is no longer an as-new saddle and needs to be considerably reduced to sell it, we 
cover part of this costs as part of the service but we do pass on part of it to clients.
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Image D -  Surface scratches on the skirts from buckles on reins and zips are not acceptable  
 on a return saddle 

Image E -  We ask you not to ride in seamed boots or rubber boots as they rub the leather  
 on new saddles, this not only has the rub mark but less easily-seen grooves as well.

Image F -  Deep dents in the sweat flaps from over-girthing. 

 

Cost for wear on saddles that will be deducted:

• Sweat flaps damaged minor £35.00 per side, extreme damage like in the pictures £75.00 per 
side.

• Surface scratches that we are unable to get rid of £20.00 per scratch

• Girth straps that come back with rust damage of cuts to the leather from an old girth £20.00 
per strap.

• Saddle covers returned covered in hair, mud or wood chipping £10.00 for washing fee..

• Saddles that have not been cleaned £20.00 cleaning fee. 
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AH SADDLES LTD - RIGHT TO CANCEL INFORMATION & FORM
Trading Address: AH Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe Road, Weston Super Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP | 01934 622044 | info@ahsaddles.com

Right to Cancel Information

You have the right to cancel your contract with us pursuant to the Consumer Contracts (Information,

Cancellation and Additional Charges) Regulations 2013.

Please note that no statutory cancellation rights apply to goods that are custom order and we do not accept 
cancellations for custom order items unless production of the item has not yet begun. For non-custom orders 
you have the right to cancel this contract within 14 days without giving any reason. The cancellation period for 
non-custom order items will expire after 14 days from the day on which you acquire, or a third party other than 
the carrier and indicated by you acquires, physical possession of the goods.

To exercise the right to cancel, you must inform us of your decision to cancel this contract by a clear statement 
(e.g. a letter sent by post or e-mail). There is a downloadable version of this model cancellation form available on 
the AH Saddles Ltd website at [https://www.ahsaddles.com/terms-and-conditions]. You may use the attached 
model cancellation form, but it is not obligatory.

Address: A H Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe Road, Weston Super Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP, 
United Kingdom.

Email to: info@ahsaddles.com

To exercise your cancellation deadline, it is sufficient for you to send your communication concerning your 
exercise of the right to cancel before the cancellation period has expired.

Effects of cancellation

If you cancel this contract, we will reimburse to you all payments received from you, including the original cost 
of delivery (except for the supplementary costs arising if you chose a type of delivery other than the standard 
delivery offered by us) but not re-delivery to us upon your exercising the right to cancel as per our Terms and 
Conditions. If you have received the goods before you cancel the contract you must send the goods back to our 
contact address at your own cost and risk without undue delay and, in any event, not later than 14 days after the 
day on which you informed us you were cancelling the contract.

We may make a deduction from the reimbursement for loss in value of any goods supplied, if the loss is the result 
of unnecessary handling by you.

We will make the reimbursement without undue delay, and not later than—

(a) 14 days after the day we receive back from you any goods supplied, or

(b) (if earlier) 14 days after the day you provide evidence that you have returned the goods, or

(c) if there were no goods supplied, 14 days after the day on which we are informed about your decision to 
cancel this contract.

We will make the reimbursement using the same means of payment as you used for the initial transaction, unless 
you have expressly agreed otherwise; in any event, you will not incur any fees as a result of the reimbursement. 
We may withhold reimbursement until we have received the goods back or you have supplied evidence of having 
sent back the goods, whichever is the earliest.

You shall send back the goods or hand them over to us without undue delay and in any event not later than 14 
days from the day on which you communicate your cancellation from this contract to us. The deadline is met 
if you send back the goods before the period of 14 days has expired. You will have to bear the direct cost of 
returning the goods. You are only liable for any diminished value of the goods resulting from the handling other 
than what is necessary to establish the nature, characteristics and functioning of the goods.
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AH SADDLES LTD - RIGHT TO CANCEL INFORMATION & FORM
Trading Address: AH Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe Road, Weston Super Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP | 01934 622044 | info@ahsaddles.com

Right to Cancel form

To: A H Saddles Ltd, Hillside House, 14a Coombe Road, Weston Super Mare, Somerset, BS23 2QP, United 
Kingdom. By email to:info@ahsaddles.com

I hereby give notice that I cancel my contract of sale of the following goods:

Order made on     Received on

Name of consumer(s):

Address of consumer(s):

Signature of consumer(s) (only if this form is notified on paper):

Date:

Please note: If you have any questions at all please call 01934 622044 during office hours.

Returned goods remain your responsibility and risk until received BY AH Saddles Ltd. As such we recommend 
that you choose a reputable courier firm to deliver the saddle, insure it during transit and pack the item in 
a suitable manner. To prevent damage in transit for saddles we recommend the saddle be well packed in a 
double walled packing box like a removals box, pommel down, in a box roughly 18-24” square which should 
keep it snug. Line the bottom of the box with bubble wrap etc. as a minimum, you can also bubble wrap 
around the saddle especially if the box is slightly roomy. To ensure the saddle is snug you can cut the corners 
of the box down to make sure the lid contacts the top of the saddle. Secure with plenty of parcel tape top 
and bottom. Mark the box as fragile and indicate which way up it should be. You should include a copy of the 
original receipt in the box in case the parcel is lost, or to help us identify the saddle quickly when it arrives. 
The saddle should be in its cover as supplied.

We will contact you by email or phone within 24 hours of receiving the saddle (please check that we will not 
be on a shutdown e.g. over Christmas when you will be returning the saddle), will decide on any deductions 
if there is a loss in the value of the goods returned due to unnecessary handling by you, and will then make 
the refund by the same method as you originally paid. If you paid cash we will issue a cheque. Please be aware 
that this process can take a few days and that refunds onto cards have to go through the normal clearing 
process and are not payable via Faster Payments.
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